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In the run up to the UN summit on noncommunicable diseases, there are fears that
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anything valuable be agreed?
Deborah Cohen reports
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for whom?
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455 Nutritional change is not a simple answer
to non-communicable diseases
The United Nations high level meeting on
non-communicable diseases is expected
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the suggested actions. Derek Yach warns
that we should not underestimate the
challenge of implementation, especially
in developing countries, or ignore the vital
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PICTURE OF THE WEEK
A man clears debris from inside what was described as a medical supply store in Tripoli, Libya, after
months of fighting between the forces of Muammar Gaddafi, Libyan rebels, and NATO. A report from
Physicians for Human Rights concludes that Gaddafi’s regime attacked hospitals, ambulances,
patients, and doctors in Libya over the past six months.
See NEWS, p 439
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THE WEEK IN NUMBERS

8.5 million Number of

deaths that could be averted in
23 high burden countries over
10 years if population-wide salt
consumption is reduced by 15%
(Analysis, p 455)

86/100 Parents who

said that a language promotion
programme for toddlers with low
spoken vocabulary benefited
how they communicated with
their child; however, the children’s
language scores at 2 and 3 years
did not differ from a control group
(Research, p 460)

25% Proportion of adults in

the United Kingdom affected by
hypertension (Practice, p 474)
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“The media have a role in rooting out poor
care, and of course scandal sells. But in
addition to reporting poor standards, the
media and high profile individuals should
celebrate the many unsung examples of
extraordinary long term care”

Graham Mulley, emeritus professor of elderly care,
University of Leeds, on how the media misrepresent
elderly social care in the UK (Personal View, p 481)

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Last week we asked, “Is WHO irrelevant?”

67% voted no (total 520 votes cast)
This week’s poll asks, “Should families of drug
users be provided with naloxone?”
See NEWS, p 440		
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EDITOR’S CHOICE

Challenges of daily living
Assessment should
be as much about
establishing what
doesn’t need attention
as what does.

ЖЖTwitter Follow the editor,
Fiona Godlee, at twitter.com/
fgodlee and the BMJ ’s latest
at twitter.com/bmj_latest

How many of us went on holiday this summer
thinking “Will my mother or father be OK while
I’m away?” We know from experience with ageing
relatives that it’s well worth taking time to be
prepared for crises and, when possible, to nip
problems in the bud. But can doctors find enough
time and commitment to do this with their older
patients?
Over the next month we will be publishing four
Clinical Reviews, along with related podcasts and
videos, on assessing older people. In the first review
Terry Quinn and colleagues argue that all doctors
working with adults should be able to spot and
respond to the functional difficulties that hasten
older people’s decline from illness and disability
(p 469). Reviewing evidence mostly about people
aged 80 and over, the authors explain how to assess
patients’ functional ability opportunistically during
medical consultations. Fully evaluating someone’s
activities of daily living is best done at home and
takes a lot longer, as a related video on bmj.com and
the BMJ iPad app shows (www.bmj.com/site/video/
functionalassessment.xhtml), but it may be a good
investment of time for both patient and doctor.
Whether it will be feasible for most nongeriatricians to follow Quinn and colleagues’
recommendations on functional assessment is moot,
but their advice is certainly practical and down to
earth. It includes asking the patient and carers about
their expectations of tests and treatments, making
the distinction between “what the patient wants to
do, what they can do, and what they actually do,”
and focusing on the patient’s priorities “for example,
food preparation and outside mobility are important
only if the patient still needs or wishes to engage in
these tasks.” Assessment should be as much about
Articles appearing in this print journal have already
been published on bmj.com, and the version in
print may have been shortened. bmj.com also
contains material that is supplementary to articles:
this will be indicated in the text (references are
given as w1, w2, etc) and be labelled as extra on
bmj.com.
Please cite all articles by year, volume, and elocator
(rather than page number), eg BMJ 2011; 342:d286.
A note on how to cite each article appears at
the end of each article, and this is the form the
reference will take in PubMed and other indexes.
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establishing what doesn’t need attention as what
does.
Ray Moynihan tells the story of an 88 year
old American woman, Fervid Trimble, for whom
polypharmacy led to rapid physical and cognitive
deterioration (p 446). Once her family realised what
had happened, they asked her doctors not to put
her on any new medicines without their permission,
and Fervid’s daughter Johanna became a patients’
advocate, promoting the idea of drug holidays in an
evidence based presentation called “Is your mom
on drugs?” One key study on such “de-prescribing”
was conducted by general practitioner Dee Mangin,
and Moynihan clearly supports her assertion
that “improving the art of ‘not doing’ is what will
determine quality care [for older people] in the next
few decades.”
Graham Mulley acknowledges that care for older
people isn’t always good enough, but he is fed up
with the relentless bashing it receives at the hands of
the media (p 481). When invited to be a consultant
adviser for a BBC expose of nursing homes, he
declined to help and asked “why they did not
consider making a truly original programme, which
celebrated all the excellent work that is taking place
in many care homes. There was a long silence.” He
ends with a challenge “Perhaps all of us who witness
such excellence—relatives, professionals, and other
visitors—should write or tweet positive messages to
balance the prevailing nihilism.” Please do.
Trish Groves deputy editor, BMJ
tgroves@bmj.com
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